Fleet Management

& Tracking Solutions

COMPANY PROFILE

The Company
Protrac Africa is an advanced fleet management
and tracking solutions company. Our advanced
tracking website gives you the power to monitor
your valuable assets and vehicles from any computer.

Our advanced tracking website gives you the
power to monitor your valuable assets and vehicles from any computer. Use our secure,
web-based to gather reports about up-to-the-second route information, stops and more.

Use our secure, web-based to gather reports about
up-to-the-second route information, stops and
more. Our Pro’s GPS fleet management systems
are applicable in any type of asset tracking scenario, including truck, trailer, van and car tracking,
personal tracking, bikes, as various types of equipment and inventory.

Our Pro’s GPS fleet management systems are
applicable in any type of asset tracking scenario,
including truck, trailer, van and car tracking,
personal tracking, bikes, as various types of equipment and inventory.
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Our Strength
Our innovative hardware features driver
behaviour,accident buffer and advanced anti-tamper technology as standard,offering our customer
the widest range of benefits in the marketplace.We offer highly configurable,modular and
scalable solutions with many additional hardware
options that address a variety of challenges and
meet precise business and operational requirements.
This enables better-informed strategic decision
making, using highly flexible reporting that is
simple and easy to use, to achieve fleet efficiencies
and reduce costs.Our automated scheduled email
reports include journey, timesheet, mileage,
exception,driver behavior,fuel and utilization to
ensure the right data is delivered to the stakeholder in the most effective format at the right time.
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Our Vision
To be recognized as a Fleet Management and
Tracking Solution company active world wide.

Our Mission
Our mission is to provide cost savings, security
and business operation optimisations for vehicle
fleets by providing inovative and complete
solutions in a wide range of different industries.

Our Values
We have passion to achieve the highest
attainable levels of:
• Integrity, in every aspect of our business
and personal lives
• Mutual respect for all
• Flexibility, energetic responsiveness and
dedication
• Accountability, superior results & recognition
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Products & Services
Vehicle Tracking

This service is available for personal vehicles,fleet owners,heavy machinery owners and basically anyone with a
vehicle. It is also useful for banks offering asset finance
loans to ensure that the vehicle can be regained if the
borrower forfeits the loan.
Features
- Live in-transit vehicle monitoring
- Pre-defined route control
- Track your vehicle while on transit through SMS
or Web based application
- 24/7/365 control center support and monitoring
- liIn built back up battery and motion sensor
- Speed reporting, trip reporting and zone monitoring
- Automated time and distance location reporting
- Immobiliser/Gradual stop for vehicle
- Operates in roaming networks
- Multi - Geo-fencing control and alarm
- Discreet and easy to mount unit
- 12 months warranty
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These services, together
with our exceptional
tools, technologies and
consulting, empower
customers to realize
extraordinary results.
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Personal Tracking

This service is available for personal vehicles,fleet owners,heavy
machinery owners and basically anyone with a vehicle. It is also
useful for banks offering asset finance loans to ensure that the
vehicle can be regained if the borrower forfeits the loan.
Features
- Emergency button automatically activated in a
number of situations, such as leaving a prede
fined
geographical area (geofence), falling, unusual
walking pace, unreasonable running, not being
in a certain place at a certain time, lack of
movement of the device and more
- Panic alarm with on screen, email and SMS
alerts
- Receive out of hours email and SMS alerts
when the unit is used outside of hours you allow
- Option to have a call button make a voice call to
a designated number
- Personal tracker can receive voice calls manually or automatically
- High security protection for remote workers
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CargoTracking

Real-time tracking of any merchandise you need to protect and
manage through the control of all possible events and situations,
its automatic remote operation,system stability, and continuity.

Features

- Monitor your cargo’s movements directly from your
mobile.
- Receive an SMS when your merchandise is moved
or leaves a Geo-Fence.
- Send an SMS to receive a GPS location from your
Tracking device.
- View the Merchandise location on Google Maps with
an Internet enabled mobile.SMS based and web
application control
- Advanced accuracy allows location readings up to
10 meters.
- In built back up battery and motion sensor
- Speed reporting, Trip reporting, Zone monitoring,
Automated time and distance based location
reporting
- Edit and add your own landmarks.
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Fleet Telematics Tracking

With a small plug and play fleet telematics vehicle tracking
device, you can keep an eye on your fleet from almost
anywhere in real time. And by tracking a wealth of logistical
data from the fleet telematics system, including GPS location,
speed, fuel usage, engine performance and much more, you can
make informed decisions about fuel management, route optimization and proactive maintenance.

-

Engine data, including seatbelt usage
Intelligent real-time driver coaching
Custom alerts for driver behavior
Maintenance reminders and alerts
Automated IFTA recording

Maximize Productivity
Make proactive decisions in real time using fleet telematics GPS
tracking software with easy-to-use resources. Fully customizable
dashboard reports will help you keep tabs on your current
dispatch situation and track long-term patterns, so you can plan
ahead to streamline your operation.
Fleet Telematics Features
- Real-time fleet GPS vehicle tracking software
- Speed and idle time monitoring system
- Web-based fleet telematics tracking & reporting
- Create driver rules and email alerts
- Accelerometer data and accident detection
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Contact Us

Protrac Africa Ltd

Head Office | Mirage Plaza 3rd floor | Mombasa rd | opposite Capital Center
Nairobi | Kenya
Tel: +254731 388636 | +254723 393027 |+255788 561421
Whatsapp: +255788 561421
Skype: controlcyber
Email: info@protracafrica.com
For more info visit www.protracafrica.com
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